
Garage

an extension of your kitchen…

a workshop for your tools…

a shelter for your gear…

a shed for your pots…

a part of your home…

with plenty of space left for the car.

HOME ORGANIZATION REDEFINED TM
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ORG offers a complete line of home organization solutions for closets, pantries,
basements, laundry rooms, garages, home offices and more. Fully trained and
authorized ORG dealers provide design services, organization advice and 
professional installation. Visit www.homeorg.com for more information.

HOME ORGANIZATION REDEFINED TM

Start seeds, pot flowers and stow tools at your lawn
and garden bench. Cabinets with sturdy, wood drawers
on quality slides stow gloves and supplies. High shelves
keep dangerous chemicals and sharp tools out of sight—
kid-and-pet safe. Heavy-duty shelf liners retain 
moisture from rain and snow, allow air to circulate,
and wash with a snap.

(Cover) Clear the clutter of bottles, cans and cleaning
supplies with a back-door pantry. Open shelves provide
easy access to frequently used bulk items; baskets keep
recyclables under control.

Garage



Organize every nut, bolt and wrench with high-
performance precision. Rugged ORGwall transforms
blank walls into sturdy storage for keeping tools within
easy reach.Weatherproof, waterproof and easy to
clean, ORG offers a full selection of adjustable racks,
brackets, hooks, bins and baskets that snap and lock
into place. Roomy cabinets hide cans and spare parts.
Heavy-duty legs adjust to uneven floors, raising your
belongings to a safe, dry level.

A garage organization system from ORG lets you sort
tools, stash gear, stack pots, hang hats, and store shoes—
and still have room for the car.

Ease the chaos of transitions with locker storage for
backpacks, shoes and boots. Designed with low drawers
for kids, high shelves for parents… hooks for coats and
backpacks in between. Built-in bench makes it easy to
shed shoes and boots; wire shelves let them dry.

Tame the tangle of bats, balls and clubs with a sports
center of your very own. Durable ORG hardware
secures bulky gear on the wall, in baskets and keeps
everything off the floor. (No more runaway balls 
under the car.)
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